Date
Location
Fish Species
Fish Caught
Techniques
Comments

Time
Oct. 29 – Nov. 1, 2007
Sun up to sun down
Weather
Rivers near Aberdeen, WA
Clear and sunny all week
Size Range Largest Kings; 30 – 35 lbs
King, Coho and Chum Salmon
Many Kings and Chums; 6 Coho (the only fish we could keep)
Drift corkies along the bottom; jigs
We caught a lot of big fish!

My uncle John, who use to live in Seattle for several years, planned another great trip on
a few of the rivers where he learned to fish for Salmon and Steelhead. This has now
become a family tradition with my Uncle John and Lynn who pick me up on their way
through from Utah. You may have noticed this tradition by reading previous articles.
The drive through the Columbia Gorge offered up a view of Mount Hood along with
Mountain Goats, Bighorn Sheep and several large Mule Deer. Don’t miss Multnomah
Falls and the Bonneville Dam and Fish Hatchery if you have a couple of hours to spare.

Mount Hood in Oregon as seen from the Columbia River Gorge

Sunday was our day to scout the rivers to establish where we would fish on Monday
morning. We drove to several areas on the Humptulips, Satsop and Wynoochee Rivers.
Things were not looking very promising. There were a few storms earlier in the month
that moved fish into the rivers but the rivers were now flowing low and clear. There was
no prospect of rain so we knew it would be tough fishing conditions. We like to fish these
rivers the week after a big storm when the rivers are still coming down and the water
visibility is a few feet and the fish are moving. This would be a week finding some holes
with Salmon or go home early.
We found ourselves on the Humptulips River on Monday morning. We found a few holes
with Salmon along with many other fisherman but the Salmon were not cooperating. I’m
sure those Salmon had seen about everything thrown at them over the past few weeks.
We fished the whole day with Lynn catching the only fish.

Lynn’s Chum Salmon on the Humptulips River

After a frustrating day we decided to fish the Satsop River on Tuesday. Lynn and I went
to a hole we had fished in the past while John and Scott (John’s friend from Utah who
accompanied us on our last trip) went to a lesser known hole known only by the locals.
Lynn and I both had a little success in landing a few Chum Salmon. We were
accompanied by only a few other fisherman so it made for a relaxing day of fishing in
some beautiful scenery.
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A polpular destination on the Humptulips River

Below: Lynn fishing a hole on the Satsop River
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FISH ON! My first fish (Chum Salmon) of the trip on the Satsop River

The fishing improved as the evening progressed and we discovered King Salmon moving
into the hole. This brightened up our outlook for the week and we were eager to let John
and Scott know of our findings.
As we met with John and Scott that evening at the hotel we told them that we had some
success and asked how they did. John said he had some pictures to show us. All I could
say was “wow”! They had discovered a gold mine of Big Kings and Chums. Not only
that but they were alone with the exception of a few local boys.
It required a small hike and was well worth it. We found ourselves alone at this hole for
the rest of the week. King after King and Chum after Chum were landed and we even
caught a few Coho for the freezer.
Even though our timing was bad unlike our last trip, John got us into the fish and our trip
was great. We all slept a little better at night as we dreamt of King Salmon doubling our
rods and smoking our lines.
There’s nothing like one of those big freight trains peeling off line as they race down
stream catapulting from the water in an aerobatic maneuver and crashing like a ton of
bricks back into the depths. It always makes me wonder if this is the King that I’m going
to land!
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Scott fighting with a King where he so often won the battle
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Lynn and John with a double on an early foggy morning (Chum Salmon)
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John and Lynn with some Coho Salmon
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Scott and John with a double (King Salmon)

Below: Scott with a nice King
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Lynn and John with some King Salmon
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One of my Chums caught on Halloween (a fish from the Crypt) and a King Salmon
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